
BRICK QUIZ
 – ANSWERS

1.
c) ALE
AFOL stands for Adult Fan Of LEGO®, and ALE for Adult LEGO® Enthusiast. An AFOL therefore can never be 
a BURP (Big Ugly Rock Piece), nor an NLF (Non-LEGO® Friend).

2.
a) professor
Professor Quirinus Quirell from Harry Potter was made into a minifi g in 2001. He 
was the fi rst minifi g to feature one face on one side of his head and another on the 
other side, corresponding to his role in the wizard saga.

3.
c) Israel
The Irish fl ag was featured in 939, and the Icelandic fl ag in 940.

4.
235°C
Cooling takes 10-15 seconds.

5.
c) Only the best is good enough!
LEGO® is an acronym of Danish leg godt, 
meaning play well, but the motto used 
by the LEGO® Group founder Ole Kirk 
Christiansen is det bedste er ikke for godt.

 His son liked it so much that he hung it onto 
the factory wall for everyone to be reminded 
of what LEGO® toys are meant to be.
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6.
C - apple
The whale (A) is a rattle, one of the fi rst plastic toys produced by LEGO. The brick (B) is an Automatic Binding 
Brick from 1949, renamed into LEGO® Mursten (LEGO® Brick) in 1953. The apple (C) is built out of plastic 
bricks by another manufacturer.

7.
A5 – cashier and truck driver from 7848 Toys”R”Us City Truck
B4 – passengers from 7937 Train Station
C2 – Mary Jane Watson and Peter Parker from 4856 Doc Ock’s Hideout
D1 – Hermione Granger and Harry Potter from 10217 Diagon Alley
E3 – Marion Ravenwood and Indiana Jones from 7195 Ambush in Cairo

8.
C - blue
The white assembly has the step (1) one plate 
too high, while the yellow assembly has the 
bump (2) equally off.

9.
614 Plate, Round 1 x 1 with Towball

10.
Eight mistakes
This is an attempt at reconstructing the 
479/928 spacecraft, with eight mistakes!

1. Hatch door colour.
2. Antenna position.
3. Engine tip.
4. Slope angle.
5. ‘License plate’.
6. Logo missing.
7. Round brick with hole.
8. Engine position.
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